Introduction {#s1}
============

At each moment, we must select some visual information for detailed processing and some to ignore. This is a difficult challenge as we often lack explicit knowledge regarding which locations and features in a scene are most relevant. Empirical evidence shows that recent experience implicitly guides attention, as if the brain assumes that the world is stable and the most relevant features a moment ago are likely to remain so (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Awh1]; Chun & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Chun1]; Lamy & Kristjánsson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Lamy2]; White, Rolfs, & Carrasco, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White2]; Yashar & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar2]).

Intertrial feature priming (IFP) in visual search, also known as priming of popout (PoP), provides evidence for such experience-based effects on attention. For example, when observers have to find and discriminate a target defined as a color singleton (e.g., a green item among red items), they are faster and more accurate when the target color repeats than when it switches in consecutive trials (e.g., Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]; Yashar, Makovski, & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar3]).

The IFP effect is considered to reflect an involuntary bias of spatial attention toward items with the previously selected feature value (e.g., Asgeirsson, Kristjánsson, & Bundesen, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Asgeirsson1]; Becker, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Becker2]; Chun & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Chun1]; Fecteau & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau2]; Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]; but see Huang, Holcombe, & Pashler, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Huang1]). According to models of spatial attention, locations are prioritized based on their saliency (e.g., local feature contrast) and their task relevance (e.g., Borji & Itti, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Borji1]; Fecteau & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau3]; White & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White3]). According to what we refer to as the saliency hypothesis of IFP, saliency values accumulate over stimulus repetition (Fecteau & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau2]; Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]). As a result, repetition of a feature singleton increases the saliency value of its defining feature value, which leads to a stronger or faster shift of spatial attention toward the repeated feature (e.g., Becker, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Becker2]; Fecteau & Munoz, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau2]; Lee, Mozer, & Vecera, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Lee1]; Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]; Theeuwes & Van der Burg, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Theeuwes3]). This presumably involuntary shift can be considered stimulus driven because it is driven by the stimulus sequence rather than by task goals.

A strong version of the saliency hypothesis predicts that singletons attract stimulus-driven spatial attention more strongly when their colors repeat than switch across trials, regardless of the task. Indeed, that task independence is central to what we mean by "saliency." This prediction has been only partially tested because, on one hand, studies that investigated IFP caused by task-irrelevant stimuli did not directly measure spatial attention (Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]; Huang et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Huang1]; Kristjánsson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson1]; Michal, Lleras, & Beck, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Michal1]), and on the other hand, studies that directly measured spatial attention did not test task-irrelevant attention and IFP (Belopolsky, Schreij, & Theeuwes, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Belopolsky1]; Folk & Remington, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk1]; Irons, Remington, & Folk, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Irons1]).

A strong version of the saliency hypothesis also predicts that IFP should emerge even when the first color singleton in the pair of two consecutive trials was merely involuntarily attended. However, no study has directly tested this prediction; investigations that focused on the role of task and response during the first trial did not directly measure spatial attention on that trial (Kristjánsson, Saevarsson, & Driver, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson2]; Yashar et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar3]).

In this study, we tested this hypothesis by interleaving singleton search task trials with a probe task designed to measure stimulus-driven (involuntary) spatial attention shifts. Stimulus-driven attention is typically manipulated and measured using variations of the Posner cueing paradigm (Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Posner1]): A task-irrelevant cue appears at one peripheral location, followed by a "probe" stimulus at either the same or a different location. Facilitation of probe discrimination performance on same-location trials (the relative location effect) indicates that attention was shifted by the cue (reviewed by Carrasco, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Carrasco1]). Cue saliency can alter the magnitude of these effects; for instance, increasing cue contrast leads to a larger attentional effect (e.g., Fuller, Park, & Carrasco, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fuller1]).

Recently, White, Lunau, and Carrasco ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]) extended the spatial cueing protocol to study the attentional effects of feature singletons by using singletons as task-irrelevant spatial cues. Consistent with stimulus-driven attentional capture, sensitivity to the probe was higher when it appeared in the same than in a different location as a task-irrelevant color singleton (relative location effect). Studies on IFP typically use similar singleton displays but with search tasks in which some aspect of the singleton itself must be discriminated. During such tasks, attention must shift and engage on the singleton target (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Duncan1]) using both stimulus-driven (exogenous) and goal-driven (endogenous) guidance. In contrast, during the probe task used by White et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]), attention only shifted to the feature singleton in a purely stimulus-driven manner, without needing to engage on it.

In this study, we directly tested whether repetition of a singleton\'s color per se increases stimulus-driven shifts of spatial attention regardless of the task. Specifically, we measured the effect of feature singleton repetition in a search task and in a probe task, using the same sequence of stimuli within all trials. In search trials, the effect of intertrial priming would facilitate responses to the singleton target if its color matched the singleton in the previous trial. In probe trials, if IFP could be explained by an increase in the singleton\'s saliency such that it captures spatial attention more strongly, then the relative location effect would be larger when the singleton\'s color repeats than when it switches across trials, even when it is task irrelevant. We tested for this effect in two conditions. The first condition was in probe trials that immediately follow probe trials. Although the singleton is task irrelevant in both trials, the relative location effect in such probe trials would indicate that stimulus-driven attention was directed to the singleton during both the current and the previous trials. This condition enables us to test whether stimulus-driven attention is sufficient to induce a color repetition effect. Moreover, because in such trials color repetition is within the context of the same task, this condition also enables us to ensure that the results are not due to task switching (e.g., Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]). Second, we also included conditions in which probe trials immediately follow search trials. In such conditions, the singleton on the previous trial was task relevant and voluntarily attended. This condition maximizes the potential for a modulation of stimulus-driven attention according to the saliency hypothesis.

Experiment 1 {#s2}
============

We adapted White et al.\'s ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]) design and added conditions in which the observer actively responded to the color singleton during trial n-1: We interleaved trials of a search task between trials of the probe task. The two tasks alternated in pairs of trials (i.e., SSPPSSPP). In the search task, the probe was irrelevant and observers discriminated the orientation of the color singleton ring, which had a gap near the top. According to the classic IFP effect, search performance should improve when the singleton color repeats from a previous search trial. In the probe task, the singleton was irrelevant and observers discriminated the orientation of the probe. If singleton color repetition affects stimulus-driven attention, then color repetition would interact with the location effect in the probe task, especially when the previous trial was a search trial (such that on trial n-1, the observer had to actively discriminate the color singleton).

This design also enabled us to test alternative explanations regarding the role of the task in IFP. If IFP requires active singleton discrimination during the previous trial (Kristjánsson et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson2]; Yashar et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar3]), that is, during the encoding of the primed feature into short-term memory, then we should find IFP in search trials that follow other search trials but not those that follow probe trials (because singletons are to be ignored in probe trials).

Methods {#s2a}
-------

### Observers {#s2a1}

Twelve observers participated (seven women, ages 19--27 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purposes of the study (except coauthor W. F.). This preset sample size is similar to that in studies showing IFP on accuracy (Yashar & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar1]). The New York University Institutional Review Board approved this study.

### Apparatus {#s2a2}

The experiment was conducted in a quiet darkened room. Stimuli were presented on a calibrated and linearized Sony GDM-F520 screen (1,280 × 960 pixels, 85-Hz refresh rate), with a chin rest 57 cm from the screen. An Apple iMac computer with MATLAB (Mathworks) and MGL (<http://gru.stanford.edu/doku.php/mgl/overview>) controlled stimulus presentation and collected observers\' responses.

### Stimuli and procedure {#s2a3}

[Figure 1](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f01){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the trial sequence. The screen background was medium gray. Each trial began with the fixation display, which consisted of a black fixation mark at the center of the screen and "landmarks" at each corner of an imaginary square, 6° of visual angle (dva) from fixation, which marked the potential singleton and probe locations. Each landmark was composed of four black dots at the vertices of a 2.2-dva imaginary diamond. Along with the fixation mark, a task cue was presented at the center of the screen throughout the whole trial. The cue indicates both task type ("G" for grating in the probe task or "R" for ring in the search task) and trial number for that task ("1" for first or "2" for second).

![Illustration of (a) the sequence of events in the search and the probe trials in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and (b) the singleton displays in all four experiments, with varying set size. Tasks switched after every two trials (SSPPSSPP...), but the stimulus sequence was the same in all trials. Note that in [Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}, all trials were probe trials. Each trial\'s task was indicated by a letter near the fixation mark (R for search task and G for probe task). In all four experiments, there were only four potential singleton and probe locations, which were each marked by four landmark dots.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f01){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f01}

The singleton display was a circle of four equally spaced rings 6 dva from fixation. Each ring had a gap 20 radial degrees wide. In search trials, the gap was near the top of the ring but slightly rotated. The search task was to report the gap orientation in the color singleton: clockwise or counterclockwise of vertical. In probe trials, the gap was oriented straight down, all the colored rings were irrelevant and uninformative, and the task was to report the orientation of the Gabor probe.

After 1-s fixation, a 94-ms singleton display appeared, which consisted of the fixation display along with a circle of four equally spaced, isoeccentric rings (6 dva from fixation). Each ring was 0.4 dva thick with an outer diameter of 2.4 dva. Each ring had a gap 20 radial degrees wide. In search trials, the gap was near the top of the ring but slightly rotated. One of the rings at the landmark locations (randomly selected) was a color singleton, either a red among greens or green among reds. The singleton color was randomly determined with equal probability such that singleton color had a 50% chance to repeat or to switch across two consecutive trials.

After a 12-ms interstimulus interval, a probe display appeared for 35 ms. The probe display consisted of the fixation display and a 35% contrast Gabor stimulus (4 cpd sinusoidal grating embedded in a Gaussian envelope with 0.25 dva standard deviation, 1.75 dva diameter), which was randomly tilted right or left from vertical. On half of the trials, the Gabor location coincided with the singleton location (same-location trials). In the remaining trials, the Gabor was at the opposite location from the singleton (different-location trials). Same-location and different-location trials were randomly intermixed. The singleton\'s location and color were completely independent of each other. Note that the singleton did reduce uncertainty about the probe\'s location from four possible locations to two. However, the delay between the onsets of the singleton and the probe was very brief (106 ms), and the probe itself was of high enough contrast to be localized easily on its own. Therefore, in addition to the fact that the probe appeared far from the singleton on a random half of trials, there was little reason for the observer to attend to the singleton during the probe task. The trial intervals were also designed to be brief enough to prevent saccadic eye movements between singleton onset and probe offset (total time = 141 ms).

The Gabor stimulus was followed by a response screen, identical to the fixation display. Following the onset of the response screen, observers reported either the orientation of the Gabor probe (in probe trials) or the orientation of the color singleton ring (in search trials) by pressing one of four keys ("z," "x" for counterclockwise or clockwise of vertical, respectively for items on the left hemifield; "\<" or "\>" for counterclockwise or clockwise of vertical, respectively, for items on the right hemifield). Accuracy was stressed, and response time was unlimited. As soon as the observer responded, an auditory tone indicated whether the response was correct. Note that the stimulus sequence was the same between the tasks. Observers were instructed to fixate on the "fixation mark" throughout the trial.

### Design {#s2a4}

Throughout the experiment, the probe task and the search task alternated after every two trials, allowing for a systematic manipulation of two intertrial effects: task repeated versus switched and singleton color repeated versus switched. Over three 1-hr sessions conducted on different days, each observer completed 23 blocks of 96 trials (2,208 trials).

At the beginning of the first session, observers practiced each task until performance reached above chance with orientation ≤30°. Experimenters stressed the irrelevance of the colored rings in probe trials. QUEST adaptive staircases (Watson & Pelli, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Watson1]) were used to adjust the Gabor\'s (probe trials) and the ring\'s (search trials) tilt to reach 80% correct performance before proceeding to the main experiment. The trial sequence in the staircases was exactly the same as in the main experiment. Each observer completed two staircase blocks of 85 trials per session, and then the probe tilt magnitude was fixed at the estimated threshold.

Results {#s2b}
-------

We excluded trials with response times (RTs) ≤250 ms (≤0.1%). To optimize the IFP effect, we also excluded trials that followed an error trial (13%; Lamy, Zivony, & Yashar, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Lamy3]; Yashar & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar1]). When analyzing the geometric means of RTs, we excluded incorrect trials and trials with RTs ≥4 *SD*s above the observer\'s mean (≤0.5% of the trials).

### Search task {#s2b1}

[Figure 2](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){ref-type="fig"} depicts the color repetition effects on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel) for each task order (first and second search trials in the pair). For both error rates and RTs, we conducted a two way (2 × 2) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors task order and color repetition ([Figure 2a](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}. (a) Mean accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel) for the search task as a function of color repetition and trial order (first or second search trial in the pair). The classic IFP effect can be seen as higher accuracy and lower RTs when the color repeats, in the second search trials. (b) Mean accuracy (top panels) and RTs (bottom panels) as a function of relative location and color repetition (left panel) in all probe trials and (right panel) in probe trials that followed search trials. The stimulus-driven attentional effect of the singleton can be seen as higher accuracy and lower RTs on same-location than different-location trials. That effect did not depend on probe trial order or singleton color repetition. Error bars are ±1 within-subject standard error (Morey, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Morey1]). \*p \< 0.05. \*\*p \< 0.01. \*\*\*p \< 0.001.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02}

#### Accuracy: {#s2b1a}

Neither the main effects of color repetition, *F*(1, 11) = 4.10, *p* = 0.068, η^2^ = 0.27 and task order, *F*(1, 11) = 3.50, *p* = 0.088, η^2^ = 0.24, nor their interaction, *F*(1, 11) = 1.37, *p* \> 0.2, were significant.

#### RT: {#s2b1b}

The main effect of color repetition was significant, *F*(1, 11) = 78.39, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.87, with RTs being on average 31 ms faster when the color repeated. The main effect of task order was significant, *F*(1, 11) = 19.77, *p* = 0.002, η^2^ = 0.64, with RTs being on average 29 ms faster on the second trial. The two effects significantly interacted, *F*(1, 11) = 11.39, *p* = 0.006, η^2^ = 0.5, indicating that the color repetition effect was stronger on the second search trials (which followed another search trial) than on the first search trials (which followed a probe trial).

### Classic IFP: Search task following search task {#s2b2}

Previous demonstrations of the IFP effect always used tasks in which every trial required search for the singleton. Accordingly, we conducted planned comparisons of the effect of color repetition within search trials that followed search trials (task order 2), to evaluate the IFP effect under "classic" conditions. Accuracy was higher, *F*(1, 11) = 6.12, *p* = 0.031, η^2^ = 0.35 (*M* = 3%, *SE* = 1%), and RTs were faster, *F*(1, 11) = 64.28, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.85 (*M* = 46 ms, *SE* = 5.6), when the singleton color repeated than when it switched across trials. By contrast, the effect of color repetition was not significant on accuracy (*F* \< 1) and on RTs, *F*(1, 11) = 4.25, *p* = 0.06, η^2^ = 0.27, in search trials following probe trials ([Figure 2a](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){ref-type="fig"}).

### Probe task {#s2b3}

[Figure 2b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){ref-type="fig"} depicts the relative location effects on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel). Our interest was the effect of relative location and color repetition on each of the two probe task orders: (a) first probe trials that followed search trials and (2) second probe trials that followed probe trials. We conducted a three-way (2 × 2 × 2) ANOVA with factors Task Order, Color Repetition, and Relative Location.

#### Accuracy: {#s2b3a}

Only the main effect of relative location was significant, *F*(1, 10) = 4.98, *p* = 0.049, η^2^ = 0.31. None of the other main effects and interactions were significant (all *p*s \> 0.1).

#### RT: {#s2b3b}

The main effects of relative location, *F*(1, 11) = 45.90, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.8, and task order, *F*(1, 11) = 14.73, *p* = 0.01, η^2^ = 0.57, were significant. The main effect of color repetition was not significant (*F* \< 1). Neither the three-way nor the two-way interactions were significant (all *p*s \> 0.3).

#### Bayes factors: {#s2b3c}

Because it is risky to accept the null hypothesis in standard significance testing, we also analyzed the interaction between the relative location effect and color repetition with a Bayesian model selection approach (Masson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Masson1]). This approach uses simple transformations of the sums of squares from the ANOVAs to generate Bayesian information criterion probabilities (pBIC) of the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses given the data set D. For accuracy, the Bayes factor favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with an odds of 2.33 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.3 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.7. For RTs, the Bayes factor yielded odds of 2.7 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.27 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.73. In each case, the probability of the alternative hypothesis is much smaller than what is typically considered even a weak effect: A value of pBIC(H1\|D) between 0.5 and 0.75 is considered a weak effect (Raftery, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Raftery1]; Dienes, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Dienes1]). A Bayes factor greater than 3 provides additional support for the null hypothesis (Raftery, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Raftery1]). These analyses therefore confirmed that there is no effect of color repetition on the relative location effect in both accuracy and RTs.

### Probe task following search task {#s2b4}

In the search task, color repetition affected performance mainly in trials that followed search trials. Therefore, to be sure that IFP does not affect bottom-up attention, we conducted an ANOVA with factors Color Repetition and Relative Location only for probe trials that followed a search trial ([Figure 2b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f02){ref-type="fig"}).

The main effect of probe location was significant, both on accuracy, *F*(1, 11) = 6.99, *p* = 0.02, η^2^ = 0.38, and on RTs, *F*(1, 11) = 58.66, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.84), with higher accuracy and faster RTs on singleton-probe same-location than different-location trials. Neither the main effect of color repetition nor its interaction with probe location were significant, for both accuracy and RTs (all *p*s \> 0.1). Therefore, the relative location effect was not dependent on color repetition.

#### Bayes factors: {#s2b4a}

For accuracy, the Bayes factor favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with an odds of 2.1 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.32 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.68. For RTs, the Bayes factor yielded odds of 3.16 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.24 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.76. These analyses confirmed that there is no effect of color repetition on the relative location effect on both accuracy and RTs.

### Probe task following probe task {#s2b5}

Given that in some cases IFP does not transfer across tasks (Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]), we ruled out the possibility that the IFP could have been eliminated in the probe trials because of the task switch. We conducted an ANOVA with factors Color Repetition and Relative Location only for probe trials that followed a probe trial (for which there was no task switch). The main effect of probe location was significant on RTs but not accuracy, *F*(1, 11) = 21.96, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.70, and *p* \> 0.5, respectively, with faster RTs on singleton-probe same-location than different-location trials. Neither the main effect of color repetition nor its interaction with probe location were significant for either accuracy or RTs, all *p*s \> 0.2. This confirms that the relative location effect was not dependent on color repetition, even when task-switching costs are not a factor.

Experiment 2 {#s3}
============

In the second experiment, we tested how increasing the singleton\'s saliency by increasing set size from four to eight would affect IFP in the search task and the stimulus-driven attentional shifts toward the color singleton in the probe task. On one hand, previous research suggests that increasing set size weakens the IFP effects in singleton search (Meeter & Olivers, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Meeter1]). On the other hand, we predicted that increasing set size would strengthen the stimulus-driven attentional effects in the probe task, if that task is sensitive to singleton salience. Note that although we increased the singleton set size from four to eight, there were still just four possible locations of the singleton and the probe, marked by outline landmarks. Thus, the probabilities for same- and different-location trials remain the same across experiments. This ensured that variation in set size modulated saliency alone while keeping target predicability the same.

Manipulating set size also enables us to rule out the possibility that the lack of interaction between color repetition and the relative location effect was because the latter is insensitive to any manipulations of singleton saliency. If saliency modulates the relative location effect, then we predict a larger effect in [Experiment 2](#s3){ref-type="sec"} (set size eight, high singleton saliency) than in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} (set size four, lower singleton saliency). A statistical test of the effect of set size among all experiments is reported at the end of the Results and Discussion subsections of the [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"} section.

Method {#s3a}
------

### Observers {#s3a1}

Eleven observers (seven women, ages 20--29 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. All observers (except coauthor W. F.) were naïve to the purposes of the study.

### Apparatus, stimuli, procedure, and design {#s3a2}

[Figure 1](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f01){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the trial sequence and stimuli. All were the same as in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} except that the singleton display contained eight equally spaced rings (as before, 6 dva from fixation).

Results and discussion {#s3b}
----------------------

We excluded from all analyses trials with RTs ≤250 ms (≤0.1% of all trials). To optimize the IFP effect, we excluded trials that followed an error trial (about 10% of all trials). When analyzing the geometric means of RTs, we excluded incorrect trials and trials with RTs ≥4 *SD*s above the observer\'s mean (≤0.5% of trials).

### Search task {#s3b1}

[Figure 3](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03){ref-type="fig"} depicts the color repetition effects for each task order (first search trial following a probe trial vs. second search trial following a search trial) on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel). For both accuracy and RTs, we conducted a two-way (2 × 2) repeated-measures ANOVA with factors Task Order and Color Repetition ([Figure 3a](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of [Experiment 2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}. (a) Mean accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel) in the search task as a function of color repetition for search trials that followed probe trials ("1st") and search trials that followed search trials ("2nd"). These data show no IFP effect. (b) Mean accuracy (top panels) and RTs (bottom panels) in the probe task. The left panels plot the effect of singleton-probe relative location and task order. The right panels plot the effect of singleton-probe relative location and color repetition, only for probe trials that followed search trials. The stimulus-driven attentional effect of the singleton can be seen as higher accuracy and lower RTs on same-location than different-location trials. Again, that effect did not depend significantly on probe trial order or singleton color repetition. Error bars are ±1 within-subject standard error (Morey, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Morey1]). \*p \< 0.05. \*\*p \< 0.01.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03}

#### Accuracy: {#s3b1a}

None of the effects were significant (all *p*s \> 0.1).

#### RT: {#s3b1b}

The main effect of task order was significant, *F*(1, 10) = 95.96, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.38, indicating that the second trial was faster than the first. The main effect of color repetition was not significant, *F*(1, 10) = 3.94, *p* = 0.075, η^2^ = 0.28. The two effects did not interact (*p* \> 0.3).

### Classic IFP: Search task following search task {#s3b2}

All previous demonstrations of the IFP effect used tasks in which every trial required search for the singleton. Accordingly, we conducted planned comparisons between repeated and switched singleton color in search trials that followed search trials (trial order 2). The color repetition effect was not significant either on accuracy, *F*(1, 10) = 1.69, *p* \> 0.2, or on RTs (*F* \< 1), indicating no "classic" IFP effect.

In summary, increasing the set size from four to eight eliminated the IFP effect in search trials when the singleton was the task-relevant target. Color repetition had no effect on accuracy or RTs in search trials regardless of whether they followed a probe trial or a search trial.

### Probe task {#s3b3}

[Figure 3b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03){ref-type="fig"} depicts the relative location effects on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel). For both accuracy and RTs, we conducted a three-way (2 × 2 × 2) ANOVA with factors Task Order, Color Repetition, and Relative Location.

#### Accuracy: {#s3b3a}

The main effect of color repetition was not significant (*F* \< 1). The main effect of relative location was significant, *F*(1, 10) = 5.01, *p* = 0.049, η^2^ = 0.33, with higher accuracy for the same than different location. There was also a main effect of task order, *F*(1, 10) = 7.48, *p* = 0.021, η^2^ = 0.88, with higher accuracy on the second than the first trials. The two-way interaction between task order and relative location was not significant, *F*(1, 10) = 3.31, *p* = 0.09, η^2^ = 0.24. The location effect in probe trials that followed a search trial was significant, *F*(1, 10) = 8.02, *p* = 0.017, η^2^ = 0.44; [Figure 3b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f03){ref-type="fig"}, right panel) but not in the probe trials that followed a probe trial, *F*(1, 10) = 1.24, *p* \> 0.2. The two-way interaction was dependent on color repetition, as indicated by the significant three-way interaction among Relative Location, Task Order, and Color Repetition, *F*(1, 10) = 14.86, *p* = 0.003, η^2^ = 0.59. None of the other two-way interactions were significant (*F* \< 1).

#### RT: {#s3b3b}

The main effect of color repetition was not significant (*F* \< 1). The main effects of relative location, *F*(1, 10) = 25.86, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.72, and task order, *F*(1, 10) = 91.57, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.84, were significant. Neither the three-way nor the two-way interactions were significant (all *F*s \< 1). Indeed, the relative location effect was significant both on probe trials following a search trial, *F*(1, 10) = 18.23, *p* = 0.001, η^2^ = 0.64, and on probe trials following a probe trial, *F*(1, 10) = 27.30, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.73.

#### Bayes factors: {#s3b4c}

For accuracy, the Bayes factor favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with odds 2.33 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.3 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.7. For RTs, the Bayes factor gave odds of 3.16 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.24 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.76. These analyses confirmed that there is no effect of color repetition on the relative location effect in both accuracy and RTs.

In summary, the probe task results show higher accuracy and faster RTs when the probe appeared at the same than at a different location as the color singleton, demonstrating that spatial attention was captured to the location of the task-irrelevant singleton. The relative location effect did not interact with color repetition: The singleton cue was effective regardless of whether its color repeated or switched from the previous trial.

Experiment 3 {#s4}
============

We next tested whether the independence of the relative location effect and IFP in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} was due to the task switching required by interleaving pairs of trials of different tasks. To eliminate possible interference from task switching within each block, which could have modulated the color repetition effect, the two tasks---search and probe discrimination---were conducted in separate blocks of 80 trials rather than intermixed within a block. Set size was four, as in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}. If task switching underlies the pattern of results in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}, then the blocked design here should reveal an interaction between color repetition and the relative location effect.

Method {#s4a}
------

### Observers {#s4a1}

Twelve observers (eight women, ages 20--37 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. All observers were naïve to the purposes of the study.

### Apparatus, stimuli, procedure, and design {#s4a2}

[Figure 1](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f01){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the trial sequence and stimuli. All were the same as in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} except that search and probe task trials were administered in separate blocks. There were 12 blocks of 80 trials each (960 trials overall). Half of the blocks were search trials and half probe trials, in alternating order. The first block\'s task was counterbalanced across observers.

Results and discussion {#s4b}
----------------------

We excluded trials with RTs ≤250 ms (≤0.1%). As in the previous experiments, we excluded trials that followed an error trial (about 13% of all trials). When analyzing the geometric means of RTs, we excluded incorrect trials and trials with RTs ≥4 *SD*s above the observer\'s mean (≤0.5% of the trials).

### Search task {#s4b1}

[Figure 4a](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f04){ref-type="fig"} depicts the color repetition effects on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel). RTs were faster when the singleton color repeated than when it switched, *t*(23) = 4.57, *p* \< 0.001, Cohen\'s D = 0.47 (*M* = 32ms, *SE* = 5 ms), replicating the classic IFP effect. There was no effect or tradeoff with accuracy (*t* \< 1).

![Results of [Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}. (a) Mean accuracy (top left panel) and RTs (bottom panel) for the search task as a function of color repetition. The classic IFP effect can be seen in the faster search RTs when the color repeats than switches. (b) Mean accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel) in probe trials as a function of relative location and color repetition. The stimulus-driven attentional effect, which did not interact with color repetition, can be seen in the faster probe RTs on same-location than different-location trials. Error bars are ±1 within-subject standard error (Morey, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Morey1]). \*p \< 0.05.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f04){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f04}

### Probe task {#s4b2}

[Figure 4b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f04){ref-type="fig"} depicts the relative location effects on accuracy (top panel) and RTs (bottom panel). We conducted a two-way (2 × 2) ANOVA with factors Color Repetition and Relative Location. For accuracy, there was no effect of color repetition, relative location, or interaction, all *p*s \> 0.12. Only the main effect of relative location was significant on RT, *F*(1, 11) = 5.37, *p* = 0.04, η^2^ = 0.35 (*M* = 9 ms, *SE* = 3 ms). Both the main effect of color and the interaction between color repetition and relative location were not significant on RTs (both *p*s \> 0.3).

#### Bayes factors: {#s4b2a}

For accuracy, the Bayes factor equally favored the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis that there is an interaction between relative location and color repetition with an odds of 1 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.5 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.5. However, mean accuracy showed a numerical trend toward higher relative location effect when the singleton color switched. This is the opposite to the main alternative hypothesis, that is, that the relative location effect increases with color repetition. Therefore, it is safe to say that these results show that color repetition does not increase the relative location effect. For RTs, the Bayes factor favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with an odds of 1.94 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.34 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.66. These analyses therefore confirmed that the color repetition does not increase the relative location effect in either accuracy or RTs.

In summary, the blocked design eliminated any possible task-switching effect, and yet the results replicated the key findings of [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}. In search trials, repetition of the color singleton decreased RTs (IFP), and in probe trials, RTs were faster when the probe appeared at the same than at a different location as the color singleton (relative location effect), demonstrating attentional capture by the color singleton. Importantly, stimulus-driven attention was independent of IFP; the relative location effect did not interact with repetition of the color singleton. The results confirm that that IFP does not modulate stimulus-driven attention.

The lack of effects on accuracy is perhaps due to the fact that observers here tend to emphasize speed during response over accuracy; indeed, RTs were faster than in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}. The relative location effect on RTs in the probe task was also quite small, consistent with the pattern across experiments for weak stimulus-driven attentional capture by the singleton when set size is low (see below).

Experiment 4 {#s5}
============

We tested whether increasing singleton saliency further can produce a strong relative location effect even when the singleton display is task irrelevant in all trials. To do so, we increased the set size from four to 16 and, given that IFP in search is known to disappear with high set size, we used only blocks of probe trials (no search trials). We also included a condition with no singleton in the array of discs (i.e., homogenous colors), as a neutral condition against which benefits and costs of same- and different-location trials could be evaluated. Again, although the singleton set size was 16, there were still just four possible locations of the singleton and the probe, marked by outline landmarks (as in all previous experiments). Thus, the probabilities for same- and different-location trials remain the same across experiments.

Method {#s5a}
------

### Observers {#s5a1}

Sixteen observers (nine female, ages 18--23 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated. All observers were naïve to the purposes of the study.

### Apparatus, stimuli, procedure, and design {#s5a2}

[Figure 5a](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f05){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the trial sequence and stimuli. All were the same as in [Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}, except for the following changes. Only the probe task trials were administered. The singleton display appeared for 71 ms, and the probe appeared after a 35-ms interstimulus interval. The probe was followed by a postcue, a small line (0.5 dva) extending from the fixation mark pointing toward the probe location. The postcue eliminated any location uncertainty during decision making. Over three 1-hr sessions conducted on different days, each observer completed ∼4,200 trials. At the beginning of the first session, observers practiced the task until performance reached above chance with orientation ≤30°.

![Trial sequence and results from [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}. (a) Illustration of the sequence of events within a trial. (b) Mean accuracy and RTs as a function of singleton-probe locations (bottom-up attention effect) and color repetition. Accuracy was highest and RTs lowest when the probe appeared at the same location as the singleton, demonstrating that the irrelevant singleton captured attention. That effect did not interact with color repetition. Error bars are ±1 within-subject standard error (Morey, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Morey1]). \*\*p \< 0.001.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f05){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f05}

Results and discussion {#s5b}
----------------------

We excluded trials with RTs ≤250 ms (≤0.1% of all trials). To optimize the IFP effect, we also excluded trials that followed an error trial (about 18.5% of all trials). When analyzing the geometric means of RTs, we excluded incorrect trials and trials with RTs ≥4 *SD*s above the observer\'s mean (≤0.5% of the trials).

When analyzing the effect of singleton color repetition, we included only singleton trials that followed other singletons trials (excluding "neutral" trials with no singleton in the homogenous array of rings). When analyzing color repetition among trials with no singleton, we included only trials that followed trials that also had no singleton.

Mean accuracy and RTs are depicted in [Figure 5b](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f05){ref-type="fig"}. For both measures, we conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors Probe Location (same vs. different as singleton) and Singleton Color Repetition (switched vs. repeated).

### Accuracy {#s5b1}

The main effect of relative location was significant, *F*(2, 30) = 8.54, *p* = 0.001, η^2^ = 0.89. On average, observers were 82.7% correct on same-location trials and 80.3% on different-location trials. Planned comparisons between no-singleton and same-location trials (benefit) and between no-singleton and different-location trials (cost) reveled higher accuracy in no-singleton trials than in different-location trials, *t*(15) = 3.19, *p* = 0.006, Δ*M* = 2%, *SE* = 0.5%. There was no significant difference between no-singleton and same-location trials (*t* \< 1), suggesting that the relative location effect was mainly due to cost in different-location trials. Neither the main effect of color repetition nor its interaction with probe location were significant (both *F*s \< 1).

### RT {#s5b2}

The relative location effect was significant, *F*(2, 30) = 28.59, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.96. On average, correct responses were 33 ms faster when the probe appeared at the singleton\'s location than at the opposite location. Planned comparisons reveled faster RTs in no-singleton trials than in different-location trials, *t*(15) = 4.22, *p* \< 0.001, Δ*M* = 15 m, *SE* = 3 ms, and in same-location trials than in no-singleton trials, *t*(15) = 3.8, *p* = 0.001, Δ*M* = 18 ms, *SE* = 5 ms, suggesting that the location effect on RTs reflected both cost and benefit. The main effect of color repetition and the interaction between relative location and color repetition were not significant (both *F*s \< 1). This analysis ruled out any speed-accuracy tradeoff.

### Bayes factors {#s5b3}

For accuracy, the Bayes factor favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with an odds of 3 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.25 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.75. For RTs, the Bayes factor also favored the null hypothesis over the interaction between relative location and color repetition with odds of 3.34 to 1: pBIC(H1\|D) = 0.23 and pBIC(H0\|D) = 0.77. These analyses confirmed that there is no effect of color repetition on the relative location effect in both accuracy and RTs.

The effect of the relative location of the singleton and probe (i.e., the cueing effect) was reliable in both accuracy (mainly due to the cost in different-location trials) and RTs (due to both cost and benefit). Critically, it was independent of whether the singleton\'s color repeated or switched, confirming the results of [Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}[](#s3){ref-type="sec"}--[3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}.

### Effect of set size on the IFP and relative location effects {#s5b4}

We conducted a between-experiments analysis to evaluate all these manipulations. In this analysis, we used a combined measure of accuracy and response time: efficiency = mean RT/p(correct) (Townsend & Ashby, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Townsend1]) to succinctly summarize all the effects. We found IFP in search trials only when set size was four, which makes the singleton\'s salience low (in [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}; [Figure 6](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f06){ref-type="fig"}). We found the relative location effect in probe trials of all four experiments ([Figure 6](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f06){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether the magnitude of the relative location effect (in units of efficiency) was modulated by saliency and task switching, we conducted a two-way ANOVA with color singleton saliency (set size high \[[Experiment 2](#s3){ref-type="sec"} and [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}\] vs. low \[[Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}\]) and task switching (blocked \[[Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"} and [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}\] vs. interleaved \[[Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [Experiment 2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}\]). We collapsed set sizes 16 and eight into "high" saliency because that allowed for a 2 × 2 statistical test for main effects and interactions of saliency and task switching, and both conditions showed large relative location effects. Both high saliency and interleaved task switching increased the relative location effect on efficiency, *F*(1, 47) = 15.89, *p* \< 0.001, and *F*(1, 47) = 7.24, *p* = 0.009, respectively, with no significant interaction (*F* \< 1).

![The role of task-switching and saliency across experiments in the magnitudes of (a) the relative location effects in probe trials and (b) the IFP effect in search trials. In [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"} (E4), there was no search task, hence the lack of IFP value. Relative location effects and IFP were measured in units of efficiency (RT/p\[correct\]) (Townsend & Ashby, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Townsend1]). Error bars are ±1 standard error.](i1534-7362-17-9-7-f06){#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f06}

In summary, both IFP in search trials and stimulus-driven attention in probe trials were sensitive to singleton saliency when manipulated via set size, but in opposite directions. IFP is stronger when salience is low, and the attention effect is stronger when salience is high. The presence or absence of task switching (interleaved vs. blocked trials) also affected probe task performance but not its modulation by singleton color repetition.

General discussion {#s6}
==================

Summary of findings {#s6a}
-------------------

Using identical stimulus displays, we measured two classic effects that did not interact. First, IFP in singleton search with set size four: Color repetition across pairs of search trials increased discrimination accuracy and reduced RTs. The size of that IFP effect on RT (∼46 ms) is similar to previous findings (e.g., Becker, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Becker2]; Kristjánsson et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson2]; Lamy, Antebi, Aviani, & Carmel, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Lamy1]; Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]). Second, the stimulus-driven spatial attention effect: Probes were discriminated more accurately and more quickly when their locations were precued by irrelevant singletons. This result is consistent with a previous study that used a similar protocol (White et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]). However, we found that the stimulus-driven attention effect was not modulated by whether the singleton\'s color repeated or switched.

We conclude that IFP from trial n to trial n+1 depends on the feature singleton being task relevant and voluntarily attended on both trials. Therefore, the present findings cast doubt on the strong version of the saliency hypothesis of IFP. According to this hypothesis, repetition of an attended color singleton makes the color more salient such that it automatically draws spatial attention in a stimulus-driven fashion, that is, independently of what the observer is looking for. This hypothesis predicts that the spatial attention effect on probe discrimination performance should be larger when the singleton\'s color repeats than when it switches across trials, which we did not find.

Across all four experiments, we included four types of trial pairs, defined by the tasks on each trial. They each contribute one piece of evidence for our overall conclusion.

1.  Search, search ([Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}[](#s3){ref-type="sec"}--[3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}). The singleton is voluntarily attended and discriminated on both trials, and we see the classic IFP effect as long as the set size is low.

2.  Probe, probe ([Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}[](#s3){ref-type="sec"}[](#s4){ref-type="sec"}--[4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}). In both trials, the singleton is task irrelevant but draws spatial attention involuntarily, as seen in the relative location effect on probe performance. Color repetition does not modulate the magnitude of that relative location effect. Therefore, involuntary attention to the singletons is not sufficient to cause IFP.

3.  Probe, search ([Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}--[2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}). The singleton is voluntarily attended only in the second trial. IFP was weak, if present at all. Therefore, voluntary attention toward the singleton in the first trial is needed for color repetition to facilitate search for the singleton in the second trial.

4.  Search, probe ([Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}--[2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}). The singleton is voluntarily attended only in the first trial. In the second trial, it is task irrelevant but draws spatial attention involuntarily. Nonetheless, color repetition does not modulate the magnitude of that stimulus-driven attention effect, contrary to the prediction of the saliency hypothesis. Therefore, voluntary attention is also needed in the second trial to have an effect of color repetition.

These four pieces of evidence lead us to conclude that color repetition per se does not modulate stimulus-driven shifts of attention toward the singleton. Voluntary attention to the first singleton is required to encode a memory trace of its color. That memory trace then influences how similar items in the future are voluntarily attended, localized, discriminated, and/or responded to but does not influence how future items automatically draw involuntary (stimulus-driven) attention in virtue of their salience in the display.

Support for our conclusion also comes from a recent study that assessed the effect of feature repetition on attentional saliency (Amunts, Yashar, & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Amunts1]). Given that in visual search, the level of target saliency is inferred by the slope of search RTs as a function of set size, the saliency view of IFP predicts reduction of the slope in repeated trials compared with switch trials. However, repetition of the target feature did not modulate the slope of search RTs, a finding the authors considered as evidence against the saliency view.

Role of task switching {#s6b}
----------------------

Note that the last two types of trial pairs (3 and 4, above) involve a switch of task. One study has suggested that task switching "resets" the system and eliminates the IFP effect (e.g., Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]). This could be why we found no effect of color repetition in probe trials that followed search trials. In other words, it is possible that following one search trial, there is an involuntary increase in the salience of that target\'s color, but it has no effect when the task switches. Under this hypothesis, which we cannot definitively rule out, true priming effects on singleton salience are very weak and would be difficult to measure. However, others have shown that the encoded information that underlies IFP is not automatically lost after observers switch to another task (Thomson & Milliken, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Thomson1]). For instance, Yashar and Lamy ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar1]) demonstrated IFP from one orientation discrimination task (trial n) to a similar task two trials later (trial n+2), despite a different task (localization) on the interleaved trial (n+1). This finding shows that merely switching to another task does not reset the priming effect.

In any case, we note that the singleton-probe relative location effect did not depend on color repetition regardless of whether the task switched across trials (see trial pair types 2 and 4, above). Even when the probe trials were conducted in blocks with all the same task ([Experiments 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}), there was no effect of color repetition on how strongly the singletons captured spatial attention. From this finding, we conclude that the stimulus-driven shift of attention to a salient item operates independently of its similarity to previous items and shows no signs of priming.

Also regarding task switching, there are two pieces of evidence indicating that observers were not able to completely stop attending to the singletons when the task switched from search to probe discrimination, which make it more surprising that we found no effect of color repetition in probe performance. First, the relative location effect in probe trials was larger overall when the two tasks were interleaved ([Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}) than blocked ([Experiment 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"}). Second, the relative location effect was also larger when probe trials followed interleaved search trials (the condition that maximizes IFP in the search task) than when they followed probe trials ([Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}). These results suggest that observers may not have fully ignored the singleton in probe trials that followed search trials. Nonetheless, those singletons did not capture attention more strongly when their color was the same as the previous task-relevant singleton than when their color switched. In fact, in some cases, the trend was in the opposite direction (larger relative location effects when the color switched; [Experiment 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"}).

Alternative explanations {#s6c}
------------------------

One possible alternative explanation for the lack of interaction between singleton color repetition and the relative location effect is that the cueing effect in our probe task may not be susceptible to any manipulations of singleton saliency. To test that, we directly manipulated saliency via the set size of the singleton array. Lower set sizes make the singleton less salient and increase the magnitude of the IFP effect (Meeter & Olivers, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Meeter1]). Note that in all experiments, we used the same four potential singleton and probe locations (indicated by the four "landmarks"), such that variations in set size manipulated saliency but did not vary the predictability of the singleton location with respect to the probe location. The results show that the relative location effect is modulated by set size but not by color repetition. Our probe task, therefore, was sensitive enough to reveal modulation of the stimulus-driven attentional effect by saliency. Moreover, whereas increasing saliency with set size potentiated the stimulus-driven attentional effect, it reduced or even eliminated the IFP effect in search trials ([Figure 6](#i1534-7362-17-9-7-f06){ref-type="fig"}). These findings further suggest that the two effects are independent.

A second alternative is that feature priming is not strong enough to modulate the spatial attention effect with just one repetition. In general, the magnitude of the IFP effect increases with the number of consecutive trials with the same color (Maljkovic & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Maljkovic1]). Our design and main dependent measure (accuracy) did not enable a reliable statistical analysis of more than one trial back. Further research is required to determine whether increasing the number of repetitions can lead eventually to an interaction between color repetition and the relative location effect. Importantly, however, we do show that a single repetition is sufficient to induce IFP in search trials but nonetheless does not modulate the relative location effect in probe trials.

Relation to other studies about IFP and attention {#s6d}
-------------------------------------------------

Previous studies on this topic have tested how IFP interacts with various forms of attention measured in a variety of ways, but they all involved top-down guidance or voluntary attention. For instance, some studies manipulated goal-driven rather than stimulus-driven attention to the singletons and did not have an independent manipulation of saliency (Belopolsky et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Belopolsky1]; [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Biderman1]; Folk & Remington, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk1]; Irons et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Irons1]). Other studies did make the singletons task irrelevant, but they neither manipulated nor measured spatial attention, merely inferring its effects or lack thereof (Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]; Huang et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Huang1]; Kristjánsson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson1]; Michal et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Michal1]). In contrast, by using search and probe tasks with the same displays, we measured the classic IFP effect and directly manipulated stimulus-driven spatial attention (by using task-irrelevant singletons as exogenous "cues"; White et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]).

Moreover, electrophysiological studies considered to support the involvement of attention in IFP do not necessarily entail that feature repetition modulates saliency or stimulus-driven attention. For instance, intertrial feature repetition correlates with the N2pc, an event-related potential measured from the scalp that is associated with spatial selection (Hickey, Olivers, Meeter, & Theeuwes, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Hickey1]; Töllner, Gramann, Müller, Kiss, & Eimer, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Tollner1]). But there is also evidence that the N2pc is related to target engagement or voluntary selection rather than merely a shift of spatial attention (Kiss, Van Velzen, & Eimer, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kiss1]).

It is also possible to argue that color repetition increases the saliency or attentional priority of singleton targets because planned eye movements are facilitated when the target color repeats (e.g., Bichot & Schall, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Bichot1]; Becker, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Becker1], [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Becker2]; McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-McPeek1]; Meeter & Van der Stigchel, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Meeter2]). Top-down guidance must be involved to direct the eyes to the singleton in such tasks, so those results are not in conflict with our conclusion. Our conclusion is also consistent with the finding that there is no IFP when a 100% valid cue appears before the search display (Goolsby & Suzuki, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Goolsby1]). That finding actually favors the notion that IFP modulates top-down rather than stimulus-driven attention, because the cue eliminates the need for top-down guidance to find the color singleton. Moreover, our finding is in line with other studies showing a reduction of IFP when the repeated feature is task irrelevant (Fecteau, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Fecteau1]; Huang et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Huang1]; Kristjánsson, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Kristjansson1]; Michal et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Michal1]).

Finally, we note that our results do not contradict the general view that IFP involves attentional and/or perceptual processes. In fact, we found an IFP effect on both search accuracy and RTs, which indicates an effect on perceptual processing. Previous studies have also demonstrated such an IFP effect on accuracy with very short display durations (Asgeirsson et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Asgeirsson1];Yashar & Lamy, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar1]). However, we note that such demonstrations do not necessarily indicate an effect on saliency. Yashar and Lamy ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yashar1]) have shown that the effect of IFP on accuracy emerges only when observers select and engage on the singleton target to discriminate its feature and not when observers had to localize only the singleton target position. Similarly, here we show that the color repetition effect emerges when observers engage on the target singleton (as in search trials) but not when attention is passively drawn to the singleton\'s location (as in probe trials).

Attentional mechanisms in probe discrimination performance {#s6e}
----------------------------------------------------------

We designed our probe task to measure the effects of stimulus-driven spatial attention, induced by the color singleton, on perceptual sensitivity. We strove to minimize the role of higher-level decision processes and response preparation with two design features: First, we minimized spatial uncertainty by using a single probe stimulus with suprathreshold luminance contrast, making it easily localizable. (In [Experiment 4](#s5){ref-type="sec"}, there was additionally a postcue that always indicated the probe\'s location.) Therefore, it is unlikely that the attentional effects in the probe task were due to reduction of location uncertainty on same-location trials or biased competition in memory (as there was only one probe stimulus). Second, we measured discrimination accuracy (with difficulty levels well below ceiling) in addition to response times. Previous studies investigating attentional capture and IFP usually measured only RTs as the main dependent variable. RTs can be influenced by criterion shifts or response preparation (e.g., Carrasco & McElree, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Carrasco2]; Grubb, White, Heeger, & Carrasco, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Grubb1]; Wickelgren, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Wickelgren1]), and some researchers consider the distracting effect of irrelevant singletons on RTs to be a "filtering cost" rather than a true shift of spatial attention (e.g., Folk & Remington, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk1]). In contrast, measuring the singleton\'s effects on probe discrimination accuracy enabled us to infer an effect of spatial attention on perceptual sensitivity.

We also must consider whether our relative location effects in the probe task are due to a purely stimulus-driven (i.e., exogenous) attentional mechanism. We borrowed the probe task design from the study by White et al. ([@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]), who isolated stimulus-driven attentional effects with several design choices. First, the color singleton was task irrelevant during all probe trials. As noted above, observers may not have been able to fully ignore the singletons on probe trials that followed intermixed search trials (in [Experiments 1](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#s3){ref-type="sec"}), but the relative location effect persisted in [Experiments 3](#s4){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#s5){ref-type="sec"} when the probe trials were tested in blocks with only irrelevant singletons. Second, the singleton provided no information that could have enabled observers to produce the relative location effect voluntarily. Although the singleton location reduced the number of probe potential locations from four to two, the probe was equally likely to appear at the singleton\'s location or at the opposite side (the other hemifield). Thus, the predictability of the probe cannot account for the relative location effect. The fact that the singleton does not predict the probe hemifield also means that it could not bias eye movements toward the probe. Moreover, the time between the singleton onset and the probe onset was only 106 ms, too short for an endogenous shift of attention to the two possible probe locations before the probe appears (e.g., Liu, Stevens, & Carrasco, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Liu1]; Nakayama & Mackeben, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Nakayama1]). The short delay, the 50% chance that the probe would be diagonally opposite to the singleton, and the fact that the probe was high enough contrast to be easily localized on its own together minimized any incentive to attend to the singleton on probe trials and led us to conclude that the attentional effects are stimulus driven or exogenous.

This issue relates to an unresolved debate in the literature as to whether attentional capture by feature singletons is in fact purely stimulus driven (e.g., Theeuwes, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Theeuwes1], [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Theeuwes2]; Theeuwes & Chen, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Theeuwes4]) or dependent on the top-down attentional state (e.g., Bacon & Egeth, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Bacon1]; Egeth, Leonard, & Leber, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Egeth1]; Folk & Remington, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk1], [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk2]; Folk, Remington, & Johnston, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk3]; Folk, Remington, & Wright, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Folk4]; Lamy, Tsal, & Egeth, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Lamy4]; Yantis & Egeth, [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-Yantis1]). Our study cannot resolve this debate about "contingent capture," in part because we did not test whether our relative location effect could be modulated in magnitude by changes in the top-down attentional state (White et al., [@i1534-7362-17-9-7-White1]). Nonetheless, we do argue that bottom-up factors in our singleton displays were sufficient to drive a shift of spatial attention, which improved probe performance on same-location trials.

Conclusion {#s7}
==========

We found that intertrial repetition of a singleton\'s color does not modulate the stimulus-driven shift of attention toward the singleton. Nonetheless, manipulating singleton saliency via set size does modulate that spatial attention effect, and color repetition does facilitate singleton search with the same displays. We therefore argue against the hypothesis that IFP is due to an increase in the stimulus-driven saliency of repeated features. In addition, the effect of color repetition on search performance was stronger when the previous singleton had also been attended as a search target. Both results suggest that recent experience biases the voluntary selection of visual information, as in search, but not involuntary spatial selection, as in the relative location effect. Therefore, to the extent that the brain assumes a stable external world, it applies that assumption only to potentially task-relevant stimuli.
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